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Do you know anyone 
who’s lost a black cat?
Well, since the last Team Talk when 

we’d just lost to two teams we 
normally beat, we have managed to 
move up the table from 9th to 7th! Not 
what we wanted to see, but indicative of 
what is proving to be a difficult start for 
the Moyes era at United.

Still, no one said it would be easy and we all 
knew the transition period would be difficult. Just 
not quite as difficult as it’s turning out to be! 

With six good wins in December (all wins are 
good at the moment!) things seemed to be looking 
up. Especially when we came back from conceding 
two early goals to Hull on Boxing day to win 3-2.

Then things went wrong again with three defeats 
in a row. Including being knocked out of the FA 
cup by Swansea at home with Fabio seeing red. 
Definitely not in the plan!

Tonic

However, we managed to get our revenge 
against Swansea the following week, with young 
Adnan creating both goals. Seeing Michael Carrick 
back in the middle of the park was another bonus, 
although RvP and Wayne were both still missing. 

Unfortunately, the one step forward was 
followed by the somewhat expected, one step back 
via a comprehensive defeat at Stamford Bridge. An 
undeserved red card for Vidic and a lucky escape for 
a headstrong Rafael were the icing on the cake of 
what turned out to be a bad day for the reds.

Incredibly, that defeat was followed by Chelsea 
selling us their player of the year for the last two 
seasons! The arrival of Juan Mata (especially in a 
helicopter!) was just the tonic that we all needed.

Nine days later Mata made his debut against 
Cardiff, Wayne and RvP returned (as did Ole!) to 
lift the mood and we kicked off with a welcome 
mood of optimism. We had a dream start with RvP 
marking his return with the early goal that was just 
what United needed, going on to win with a superb 
strike by Ashley Young. Bring on Stoke!

I was at the Stoke game and nothing you saw 
on the TV could give you a true impression of the 
conditions. All four corner flags were blowing in 
different directions at the same time! 

This was a great leveller and didn’t help United, 
who were definitely the better footballing side. 
Nevertheless, we had all our big gun players back 
from injury and totally controlled the game for 
the first 35 minutes. It was round about then that 
I began to wonder if the team bus had run over a 
black cat on the way to the ground.

First we lost Johnny Evans, then with their first 

shot of the game Stoke scored with a massive 
deflection. Then we lost Phil Jones and Michael 
Carrick had to play as a centre back. Not ideal to 
put it mildly. In fact I can’t remember if we’ve ever 
won a game with Michael playing in that position.

Still RvP struck back in the second half and were 
only beaten by a “worldy” as the manager called 
it, in spite of us having enough chances to at least 
draw the game if not win it outright.

With the news that Wayne is closer 
to signing a new contract, we have 
grounds to look forward with hope 
again. All we need now is to make 
sure the team bus driver stays clear of 
any black cats.
Chas Banks — Deputy Editor

4 THE PLATFORM with Jamie 5TEAM TALK with Chas

For those of you not old enough to 
remember the pre-Fergie years or, 

indeed, the early Fergie years, you’d 
be forgiven for thinking that these are 
some of United’s darkest days.

But as I write this (mid February), United are still 
a team of Champions, 7th in the league and in a 
strong position in The Champions League, so as Sir 
Alex asked us shortly before he departed his former 
position as boss, let’s get behind the team and the 
new manager and keep our chins up because with 
all the top four clubs dropping 
points in early February, there’s 
still a lot to fight for this season.

Ok, pep talk over... Let’s move 
on... This edition of Rollin’ Reds 
comes shortly after David Moyes 
and Ed Woodward have not just 
dipped a toe, but dived head first 
into the January transfer market, 
smashing United’s previous 
transfer record with the £37 
million purchase of none other 
than Spain’s World Cup winning 
midfield maestro, Juan Mata. 
Chas Banks gives his enthusiastic 
views and you can read some 
interesting facts about our new 
Iberian idol on pages 8 and 9.

As one superstar arrives, however, another one 
has signalled his departure. On Friday, February 
7, 2014, our captain, Nemanja Vidic, ended 
speculation by confirming the sad news that he will 
leave Old Trafford at the end of this season, bringing 
the curtain down on eight years of service to the 
Club which has brought him 15 major trophies.

On behalf of MUDSA I would like to extend our 
thanks to the Serbinator and wish him all the best 
for the future and, as a momento of his time at the 
Theatre of Dreams, our lucky Rollin’ Reds readers 
can turn to page 23 where you will find a ‘signed’, 
cut-out-and-keep poster.

Chin up... there’s plenty 
to fight for this season

December 16th, 2013, saw the MUDSA Christmas 
Party in the International Suite at Old Trafford. As 
usual, almost all the first team attended to chat, sign 
memorabilia and have photos taken with the lucky 
MUDSA members in attendance and we have a five-
page photo special between pages 14 and 19.

Now, many of you will have noticed a certain 
right-footed left winger has been smashing a few 
goals in for United recently. Thanks to the kind folks 
down at the AON Training Complex, Chas and I 
dropped in to catch up with Ashley Young who has 

recently been enjoying a purple 
patch in his United career. You 
can read what he had to say to 
us on pages 10-13.

Picking up where he left off 
in the last edition, our own new 
signing, Kevin Christie, gives us 
an update on all things non-first 
team in The Kids Are Alright on 
pages 24 and 25. Well worth a 
read as United may have another 
versatile young midfielder about 
to burst onto the senior ranks.

As usual, be sure to catch 
up with the latest news from 
MUDSA Boss Phil Downs on 
pages 6 and 7 and check out 
Andy’s fan interview on page 27. 

You can also catch up with Andy if you want to take 
advantage of the MUDSA memorabilia sale with 
great value offers on page 26.

Finally, on behalf of MUDSA I would like to 
pay tribute to a member who sadly died recently. 
Michael Hunt and his wife April have been coming 
to Old Trafford for many years and have always 
supported MUDSA events along with their close 
MUDSA friends, Annette and Cameron Struthers 
and Dallas and Phil Chase. At Michael’s funeral, a 
collection raised more than £200 which has kindly 
been donated to MUDSA.
Jamie Leeming — Editor

MISSING CAT

LAST SEEN NEAR BRITANNIA STADIUM

RvP and Rafa 
celebrate United’s 
only goal of the 
game against Stoke



76 UPS ’N’ DOWNS with Phil

Christmas over, New Year done 
and dusted and it’s almost spring 

already! It’s safe to say that the media 
frenzy continues with the absence of 
any great form over the last few weeks 
following what was a decent run of five 
straight wins.

All the speculation is now about whether or not 
we can get the fourth spot to qualify for Champions 
League but hopes seem to be fading quite quickly.

While there is an over-abundance of comments 
about our indifferent form, Juan Mata was probably 
one of the most unexpected additions for a long 
time… and it all happened in the January window!

Add to that the fact that he arrived from one of 
our main rivals and it starts to stack up as some great 
work by Ed Woodward and the Board! On behalf of 

before we get a look-in. We are now trying to tackle 
this by seeking the advice of whomever possible to 
make an early discovery about our tickets hoping 
that an opportunity to ballot early will let us notify 
our members earlier than usual. 

At the moment we can only hope the above 
makes a difference. The situation has been discussed 
with Thomas Cook Sport and they are happy to do 
anything they can to oil the wheels and continue 
providing the great service with the accessible 
coaches they use.

Coming up…

The MUDSA Committee are beavering away as 
usual. More events are on the horizon and we hope 
to be in a position to announce the date of our next 
Q&A with two first team players very soon.

It won’t be long before we are going ten pin 
bowling again! Keep your eyes peeled for news of 
this event or contact Ann Marie Lewis with a view to 
being kept updated as things progress.

Close to the end of this season we will be 
thinking about our trip to Belle Vue Dogs. This is an 
increasingly popular event and quite a novelty for 
most members!

Of course, it wouldn’t be early summer without 
the MUDSA AGM so keep your eyes peeled for the 
minutes of our last AGM being published on the 
MUDSA website and we will contact everyone 
when a date has been agreed.

Fans’ Forum

In the latest Fans’ Forum meeting a couple of things 
were mentioned that are worth relaying. At this stage 
it’s envisaged that representatives from the Premier 
League will be attending the next Fans’ Forum 
meeting at the end of April. The specific subject is 
going to be ‘kick-off times’ so your thoughts on 
what is now a huge variety of kick off times would 
be welcome so that they can be represented in the 
meeting. Send us yours!

In the same meeting the Club announce that 
ticket prices and membership prices will remain 

all the MUDSA members we would like to welcome 
Juan to the Theatre of Dreams and hope that he 
soon has the chance to get his hands on some 
silverware! Juan is undoubtedly one of the major 
talents in world football and there is certainly the 
juicy prospect of Juan, Wayne and Robin combining 
to provide us with some great football! 

Away trips

Occasionally, members contact us when they have 
had difficulty in booking an accessible place on the 
coaches to our away matches. This problem usually 
arises from standard tickets being allocated before 
we receive the relevant information regarding the 
disabled supporters allocation. The upshot of the 
difference between notifications means that non-
disabled travellers can book their seat on the coach 

the same for the 2014/15 season. This is great news 
for most people but especially so for our members 
who are mostly on restricted incomes.

Summer tour

The Club’s summer tour of America was recently 
announced so we are investigating which stadia 
are going to be used and trying to establish what 
facilities they have. When we have some news 
we will publish it through the usual channels i.e. 
The MUDSA website and Facebook but if you are 
planning on travelling let us know and we will help 
in whichever way possible.

And finally… 

So far it’s been a tough season and hopefully 
everything will gradually turn a corner. For the 
fans that haven’t experienced anything other than 
success under Sir Alex, this new and evolving 
scenario must be something of a mystery! In 
essence we are now experiencing what people 
from any other club deal with week in, week out 
but the pressure is on to stay one of the biggest 
clubs in the world which implies things will soon 
get back to what they used to be!

Many thanks to all those people who support 
MUDSA from both inside and outside the Club.

Their support helps us to keep doing what we 
do best… MUDSA is and will remain the premier 
disabled supporters association in football and 
everything you do helps us on that road!
Phil Downs, MBE — Secretary/DLO

YOUR MEMBERSHIP ID PHOTOS
We have now started to push hard for everyone’s ID photos to be submitted; 
these will become a common feature on your membership cards starting 
from the beginning of next season. Initially the response from members 
was slow but the comments were very positive. We have tried to improve 
the speed of response by emailing members and I am pleased to say that 
the response has been good so far. 

We want to maintain the momentum and I would urge members to get 
their ID photos to us asap if they haven’t already done so. 

Whereas the vast majority of comments regarding this improvement have 
been very positive, we have had less than a handful of negative remarks so 
it’s worth noting here why we are doing it and how you will benefit.

Firstly, how many members would be happy to think that we know some 
tickets intended for disabled supporters are being touted on the open market?

Secondly, how many members would disagree with the objective of ensuring that only disabled 
supporters have access to the seating where our facilities are located?

We are convinced that every member would be disgusted at disabled supporters’ tickets being touted. 
We are also certain that the overriding objective of ensuring that only disabled supporters have tickets for 
the facilities would meet with approval from everyone.

The ‘d’ word has been mentioned but this has nothing to do with discrimination! The only aim is to 
protect the interests of all MUDSA members by trying to ensure that the tickets we issue aren’t allowed 
to be abused.

record signing is a major coup but there’s room for improvement on the pitch

United’s form a Mata of opinion

There’s no hiding 
Wayne and Juan’s 
disappointment 
following Fulham’s 
late equaliser back 
in February
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get back to winning ways and get that winning 
feeling back at the club.
RR: At United, results are always in the 
spotlight. How is morale at the moment?

It’s always good. The morale and the team spirit 
is always high. The characters in the squad help 
that. We’re disappointed when we lose and when 
things don’t go our way. You feel down, of course. 
But the team and the squad comes together and 
we take that bond that we’ve got with each other 
out on the pitch. United is the biggest club in the 
world and always in the spotlight for people to 
comment on. But we know what we are as a club, 
and as a whole. It’s just the way you bounce back. 
There have been times when we’ve bounced back 
and had another thing happen, and w e ’ v e 
had to dust ourselves off and go 
again. But the morale and team 
spirit has always been high.
RR: Against Stoke, we 
were bossing the game, in 
control. Then we get Jonny 
Evans injured, Phil Jones 
injured, Michael Carrick had 
to play centre half, we get a 
mad deflected goal against us 
and it felt as if the team bus had 
run over a black cat on the way to 
the stadium, so many things went wrong.

That’s exactly the same as we felt. We were totally 
dominating that game and their goal was their first 
shot. We’d got everyone back fit for that game and 
thought that this is the time to really have a go at 
Stoke. Then we get Jonny injured, and not long 
after that Phil goes up for a header and he’s injured 
and you have to reshuffle. Even when we came 
out for the second half and we got our goal and 
it was back to 1-1 we looked like we were the only 
team that was going to go on and win it, until they 

scored that great goal. But the way they got that 
second goal, one of their lads miss-kicked the ball 
which then went to Charlie Adam who scored.
RR: The Old Trafford faithful are being very 
supportive, considering what’s happening 
results-wise at the moment. How much does 
it affect you on the pitch when the fans get 
behind you?

The support we’ve had at Old Trafford has been 
fantastic. Things haven’t been going as well as in 
previous years, but the fans have been like a 12th 
man. When you’ve got the fans behind you from the 
first whistle you want to go out there and do your 
best for them. You want to hear the fans singing 
all of the time and they’ve really been doing that, 

home and away. They’ve been fantastic.
RR: When you’re actually 

playing, are you conscious of 
the singing, or are you more 
focussed on the match?

You’re more focussed on the 
game but you do hear the singing 

and especially when you hear 
that roar at Old Trafford. When 
you hear that, and 70-odd 

thousand singing, it’s fantastic.
RR: Do you have any match 

day superstitions?
Ha, not any lucky underpants 

or anything like that! But I do put everything on 
starting from the left, so I’ll put my left arm through 
my top first when I’m putting that on, my left leg in 
my shorts and my left boot on first. I’m not too sure 
why, but it’s something I’ve always done.
RR: The Champions League starts again 
soon, are you looking forward to that, 
because it can be a bit of a change from the 
league?

Yes. The Champions League games are amazing, 

OK, we’ll admit it. We’ve been feeling 
a bit down in the dumps about 

United’s results recently. The recent 2-2 
draw against Fulham, defeat against 
Stoke… it can get you down, right?

That’s not to say we’ll ever stop cheering the lads 
on, or chanting their names, but we need a pick-
me-up, someone who can see past the doom and 
gloom, put a reassuring arm around our shoulders 
and tell us everything is going to be alright.

Step forward Ashley Young, who’s packed full 
of optimism. Here, the winger talks about team 
morale, how important the fans are and even — 
lucky underpants!
RR: Since we spoke to you a couple of 
years ago, we’ve got a new manager and 
new coaching staff. What’s the biggest 
difference you’ve noticed? There are a lot 
of stories about how the amount of running 
has increased…

From the time the manager came in, it was 
preseason time, so obviously there’s always going 
to be running. There’s always that work ethic, 
though, wanting to work hard. Obviously you need 
to work hard in preseason, but it’s always tough no 
matter who you are under. Tony Strudwick works 
us hard and the aim is to get fit for the new season.
RR: You’ve been getting a few starts at 
the moment, and a couple of great goals, 
especially the one against Cardiff. You must 
be pleased with that?

As a player you always want to be involved, 
and I’ve been starting of late and it’s nice to get 
the added bonus of getting on the score sheet. 
Hopefully one of the goals that I’ve scored will be 

goal of the season (laughs)! But it’s more so the 
performance and getting the three points that 
matters. It’s been tough of late, with different 
things not going our way, but we just want to 

Morale and team spirit
is always highashley young talks 

to rollin’ reds

 
The 

support 

we’ve had at 

Old Trafford 

has been 

fantastic
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had on the team? Apart from his skill, he 
seems like a really nice, balanced chap…

From the first day he came in and was introduced 
to everybody, you could tell that he was going to fit 
straight into the squad. I think that’s the same with 
every player here, though. When you come to Man 

it’s a different vibe. Even just the Champions League 
anthem! With the game coming up over two legs, 
it’s not going to be easy but having the second 
leg back at Old Trafford is vitally important for us. 
Everybody affiliated to the club is looking forward 
to it. The players are definitely excited.
RR: The away leg against Olympiakos will be 
in a partially closed stadium. Could it be in 
United’s favour that Olympiakos will have a 
reduced crowd?

I think so, yes. When you’re playing at home you 
want all of your fans there. When you’re playing 
with part of the stadium closed off, that takes away 
part of the crowd. We’re going to have fantastic 
support, our allocation is great and I’m sure they’ll 
get right behind us.
RR: United’s away support is amazing, 
wherever you are in the world…

Oh yes. I’ve said that from the moment I joined. 
When I played in Europe that first season I kept 
saying that it was unbelievable. I couldn’t believe 
how many fans travel away in Europe and how 
much noise they make. Even coming through the 
airports and all the fans are there. It’s amazing 
support and it’s a credit to them that they want to 
travel and support their team.
RR: Some of the big clubs could knock 
each other out in this round. 
Assuming we get through, are 
there any clubs you’d like to 
avoid?

There are always times when 
you can say we don’t want 
this team, or we don’t fancy 
facing that team. But you 
do have to beat the best to 
win this competition and at 
some point you’re going 
to come up against a 
very good team. I don’t 
think we should hope 
to avoid anyone. You 
want to be tested 
against the best.
RR: What effect 
has Juan Mata 

can make them crack. But with Adnan, I can’t 
see it happening. He just wants to go out 

and play, he has that love and hunger 
for football.
RR: He seems to have a good 
temperament?

He just wants to do well. He’s 
exciting to watch in games, and in 

training.
RR: We had another disappointing 

result against Fulham at home, but you’ve 
got to be seeing this month as a chance to 
string results together?

Yes, definitely. This is our chance to go on a bit 
of a run. There are no easy games, but we’ve got to 
get ourselves back to winning ways from now until 
the end of the season. We still have every chance of 
getting into the top four, and into those Champions 
League places, and I think winning every game from 
now until the end of the season is where we’ve got 
to set our stall out.
RR: I’ve definitely noticed over the past two 
or three years, the quality seems to have got 
better and all of the clubs are trying to play 
good football, such as West Brom earlier 
in the season and Sunderland now. There 
really are no easy games…

That’s what everyone is saying nowadays. The old 
Wimbledon days are gone. They all want to try to 
play. The coaches are now teaching everyone how 
to play and the kids from an early age are learning 
how to play out from the back.

United, the team, the boys welcome you with open 
arms. I had that when I came from Villa and I think 
you need that when you’re trying to settle into a 
team. The quicker you settle in the better and Juan is 
one of those guys who has settled in straight away. 

He’s not been 
here long, and he’s 

settled on the pitch. 
He’s still learning the way 

we play, but he’s a fantastic player. 
When you see world-class players 

coming through the door and starting 
that competition for places in the first 

team, it’s exciting times. When you play at a club 
like United you’ve always got to be on your toes. 
RR: What sort of pressure, if any, do you feel 
when you see players like Adnan Januzaj 
coming into the team?

When you see youngsters coming up and you’re 
starting to get a bit older, you want to see the 
youngsters coming in and doing well. Adnan is a 
level-headed kid, a fantastic player. He’s definitely 
one, if not now, for the future. He’s going to be 
one of the greats here. The media sometimes hype 
young players up so much, to the point where it 

11

Full Name: Ashley Simon YoungDOB: July 9, 1985Age: 28
Joined United: June 2011Place of birth Hertfordshire, EnglandNationality: EnglishInt. caps: 30

Career goals: 71
Honours:
Watford: Football League Championship play-offs (1): 2006.Man United: Premier League (1): 2012–13, FA Community Shield (1): 2011.

FACT FILE

Chas and 
Jamie chat to 
Ashley at the 
AON Training 
Complex
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In what was one of the biggest shocks 
in my time as a United fan since we 

signed Andy Cole, Juan Mata signed for 
the club in January. 

I knew he was ‘unsettled’ as they say on the back 
pages — red top speak for not being picked to play 
enough. However, even with the World Cup on 
the horizon and him needing game time, it never 
occurred to me that Chelsea would sell one of the 
best players in the World (and their team) to United.

The first I heard about it was an email from a friend 
who has often given me tips before. Sometimes 
wrong, but usually right. It came through on 
evening of the 21st January and said one word — 
MATA.

I have to admit I was sceptical but incredibly 
excited at the same time!  A few days later the 
helicopter landed at Carrington and my dream 
came true!

World class

To those who ask: “But what position will he 
play?”, my answer is: “Anywhere he wants as far as 
I’m concerned!”

He’s a World class footballer and it’s not often that 
players of his calibre become available. Especially in 
January. 

Already people are asking is this another ‘Veron’ 
signing, or an ‘Eric’ signing, but to me the game 
has changed massively since both those players 
were in their pomp. The generally preferred line 
up of the moment, 4-2-3-1 means that a player of 
Mata’s talent can play anywhere along that line of 
three and still make a positive contribution. 

We should also remember his free kicks are very 

special too. I remember all too well one that he 
scored against us two seasons ago. Unstoppable! 

On his United debut against Cardiff he made 
more passes than any other United player with a 
completion rate of 86.5%. Not bad!

Juan Mata’s career began at Real Oviedo, his 
father’s old club. In 2003 he moved to Real Madrid 
to join their youth set up and stayed with them until 
2007 when his buy out clause was met by Valencia.

He spent four years there polishing his skills until 
Chelsea made a bid of £23.5 million which Valencia 
reluctantly accepted.

Since signing for Chelsea he has won three 
significant trophies and became their player of the 
year for two consecutive seasons. 

On 15 May 2013, Mata won the UEFA Europa 

JuanThe Ithat want
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League, joining teammate Fernando Torres to 
become the first players to have held all four of the 
Champions League, Europa League, World Cup, 
and the European Championships simultaneously. 
In addition, he also had the Under-21 Football 
Championship at that time.

Far from being a typical footballer, Mata has no 
agent (other than his dad) and is still studying for 
two degrees via the internet, as his studies were 
interrupted by his blossoming football career.

His holiday choices are different too. No trips to 
Vegas or the Maldives for Juan, he prefers to spend 
his free time backpacking around the Spanish 
countryside or Greek islands. 

With an unassailable reputation as a ‘nice guy’, 
Juan is already popular within the United set up 
and has made a good impression on the team and 
coaching staff alike with his application, hard work 
and sublime skills in training. 

Although he’s cup tied for the Champions 
League and can’t play for us against Olympiakos, 
he will, I’m sure, help the team in that push for the 
Champions league qualification places. 

All we need now is a song for him. Come on 
now United singers, surely you can think of 

something suitable!

Full Name: Juan Manuel Mata GarciaNationality: SpanishDOB: 28th April 1988 Age: 25
Place of Birth: Villafranca Montes de OcaHeight:  1.70cmEducation: Technical University of MadridWeight: 76 KgUnder 21 Caps: 19

Int Caps: 32 with 9 goals scoredDom Honours: 1 x Copa del Rey, 1 x FA CupEuro Honours: 1 x Champs Lge, 1 x Europa LgeInt Honours: 1 x World Cup, 1 x European Champs

FACT FILEAs David Moyes nails his colours to the mast with 
the £37 million purchase of one of Spain’s finest, 
Chas Banks takes a look at United’s record signing.

Mata is a rare talent and 
at just 25, already has a 
glittering trophy cabinet 
which includes a World 

Cup winner’s medal
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The 2013 MUDSA Christmas party 
took place on December 16th in the 

International Suite at Old Trafford.
It began around 11am with a fantastic cooked 

breakfast, then just after noon the players began to 
arrive with Wayne Rooney first through the door. 
The rest of the team were close behind and you 
could feel the excitement as each of them arrived 
and went around the tables meeting members and 
their families, having photographs taken, signing 
autographs and chatting away.

Later came the raffle with some great prizes 
which raised a lot of money for MUDSA, thanks to 
Sue Rocca and Liz Edwards who helped sell raffle 
tickets.

This year’s MUDSA Player Of The Year was Robin 
van Persie but due to injury he was unable to 
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attend the party. However, Ann Marie and Chas 
caught up with him at the AON Training Complex 
and presented him with his award (right).

Many thanks to Chas Banks for helping organise 
the day, Des for manning the door, Mark Jones our 
compere, all the staff at Old Trafford and Wig Wam 
who supplied the sound system.
Ann-Marie Lewis — Family Events

18 MUDSA CHRISTMAS PARTY 2013

Ann-Marie and 
Chas present Robin 
van Persie with the 
MUDSA Player Of 

The Year trophy
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Hi Cara,
I would like to say a huge THANK YOU! 

On behalf of myself and Josh who had a 
wonderful evening yesterday at the match! 

He was very happy to be in the Ability Suite, and 
found it very comforting.

It was nice to have somewhere to sit when he 
found the outside a bit overwhelming! 

He coped well knowing he could come inside 
whenever he wanted to! 

You have made his first visit 
to his favourite football club a 
very enjoyable one.

The staff were wonderful 
and very attentive and very 
patient with him.

I can’t tell you how happy 
it made me to see him 
enjoying himself! 

Thank you so much,
 Emma & Joshua Owen 

Hi Chas,
Would just like to thank you 
and Ann Marie for such a 
memorable day on Monday 
at the MUDSA Christmas 
party. The players were 
fantastic and my dad hasn’t 
stopped smiling since!

What the two of you 
achieve is truly fantastic and 
I’m sure the club is very proud 
to have you on board — you 
are both a huge credit to 
MUDSA.

Thank you both again and 
I hope you and your families 
have a wonderful Christmas.
Peter Carson x

Hi Ann-Marie,
Wow! What a fantastic party. I had a great time. 
Thank you for all you do for MUDSA. Waffle had a 
great time too. Take care and happy Christmas.
Best Wishes Rachel Linney.

Thank you!
I know how much hard work you put in organising 
this brilliant event.

Merry Christmas.
  Chris.

Hi Ann-Marie,
What a great event. The players were very friendly 
and chatty, a wonderful party that you and MUDSA 

should be very proud of. Many thanks from myself 
and Michael.

Michael ran the London marathon last year 
raising almost £2,000 for spinal research. The 
Manchester United Foundation kindly donated a 
ball signed by 30 members of the first team and Sir 
Alex.

We held a raffle and disco which raised more 
than £600. He is considering running the 

Your letters
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Manchester Marathon next April and if he goes 
ahead, his chosen charity will be mudsa, particularly 
as the Foundation helped us to raise so much 
money for spinal research and because he feels he 
has been so lucky attending many MUDSA events 
over the last 12 years. Thanks,
Christopher Smith

Dear MUDSA,
I would just like to say a massive thank 
you for the hard work you do for your 
members in organising the Christmas 
party.

I was lucky enough to attend as 
a carer for my good friend Simon 
who’s been a MUDSA member for 
many years now.

It’s the first time he’s attended 
anything like this and it was amazing 
to see the look on Simon’s face and 
on the faces of everybody else when 
they got to meet their heroes.

We’re going to get his signed 
shirt put into a frame and his 
calendar has taken pride of place 
on his bedroom wall.

I have to admit that I’m usually 
a bit of an armchair Manchester 
United fan so it is pretty jaw 
dropping when you’ve just 
finished your breakfast and all of 
a sudden, Wayne Rooney and 
dozens of other superstars you 
normally only see on TV are 
standing before you, chatting and 
having photos taken.

Thanks and well done,
Nick Wild

Dear Ann-Marie,
Liz and I would like to thank you for a wonderful 
day at the Christmas Party. As usual, you excelled in 
creating another great event.

It was great meeting the players again and we 
cannot thank them enough for taking the time to 
visit us. The same goes for all the staff that prepared 

the room and the food which was excellent.
If you could have seen my Son’s face when he 

received a signed home shirt for Christmas which 
he never expected, you would realise why we can’t 
thank you enough for the excellent work and hours 
you put in to make the dream possible.

We know sometimes you are in great pain 
and have to struggle with your own disability, but 
it never stops you from doing a remarkable job for 
all MUDSA members to cherish. You are one in a 
million Ann-Marie. We love you.

Although Terry wasn’t with us on the day, He 
would like to join us in thanking you, and in wishing 
all the Committee members a happy New Year.
Gladys & Liz.   xx

Hi Ann Marie,
Thank you for a wonderful party. Everything was perfect from the red linen 

napkins and the silver crackers to the superb company on our table, then of 

course the players who were, as always, delightful. Rooney was a joy and made 

a real fuss of everyone, as was... No, I mustn’t make a list of  the most delightful 

that would reflect badly on those who I don’t mention and they were all great!

The raffle was one of the best I’ve seen at a MUDSA event so 

congratulations to whoever got the prizes together. Sophie winning a 

prize was obviously a bonus!

Without doubt the best bit for me, though, was seeing Darren Fletcher, and 

seeing him looking so well.

He is a joy and spent SO much time with everyone. Seeing Fletch always 

reminds me of the Q&A with him, John O’Shea and your Mum. Ah, memories!

Thank you for all your hard work Ann-Marie. I wish we lived nearer and 

could help you.
Have a happy and holy Christmas and a prosperous New Year.

Love and prayers,

Marian and Sophie xx

A poem from a MUDSA member:
As we near New Year’s Day

As we near New Year’s Day
Think of the United supporters far away
In Afghanistan there’s a lad named Ted
Proudly wearing a Tattoo of a ` United Red`When he’s not fighting there’s time to dreamOf Man United his local and favourite teamHe’s watched them since he was a young ladWhen first taken to Old Trafford by his DadNow a young man, no longer a boy

The rifle he now carries, no longer a toy
He’s one of the Army, serving us folk
Where life in Afghanistan, is no joke
The team he’s in isn’t kicking a ball
But providing peace for us all
So when you leave the game having won or just been beat 
Think of our soldier Ted in the Afghan heatThis young man is weary now having seen many dead And can’t wait to return home safe, as a United RedEarle Ryan, 20th December 2013
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In April 2013, myself, my sister and my 
brother-in-law took part in the Virgin 

London Marathon.
I’m Michael Smith and my dad, Christopher, 

has suffered from spinal injuries for as long as I can 
remember so my choice of charity was Spinal Research.

In order to take part in the Marathon, I was set 
a target of £1,800. My dad has been a member 
of MUDSA for more than 10 years so he thought 
they may like to help me in raising my target.

Never in my wildest dreams did I think that 
the Manchester United foundation would be 
so kind as to donate a football signed by 30 
first team players and even Sir Alex Ferguson.

I decided to host a charity disco at my local 
pub as well as a raffle for the Football. We sold 
raffle tickets for £2 with a large number of 
those coming from last season’s derby against 
Manchester City (a result I will not mention), 
where many members of MUDSA were hugely 
generous in buying a number of tickets.

The Manchester United ball and the charity disco 
raised an amazing £622, an amount I could never 
have achieved without the help of the Foundation.

Sadly, the ball was not won by a member of 
MUDSA, however, it did go to a devoted United fan 
from the midlands.

In total, I managed to raise £1,815.41 
for Spinal Research UK — achieving my 
original target.

From coming to United matches 
with my dad since the age of five 
and seeing the brilliant work MUDSA 
do for people with disabilities, I am 
now planning to do next year’s 
Manchester Marathon to raise money 
for the Manchester United Disabled 
Supporters Association. 
Michael Smith — a life-long 
Manchester United fan.

22 MARATHON MAN Michael Smith

Michael Smith, son 
of MUDSA member, 
Christopher Smith, 

raised more than 
£1,800 for charity 

by running the 
London Marathon 
with his sister and 

brother-in-law (left)

Mikey’s run 
raises £1,800
for spinal fund
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So, there we have it. January has drawn 
to a close and it’s fair to say it’s been 

a mixed bag in terms of both results and 
performances but there’s no denying 
that the feel-good factor has returned 
to Old Trafford thanks, in no small part, 
to Juan Mata’s arrival.

Players of Mata’s calibre don’t come on the 
market very often and while Jose Mourinho is 
entitled to his opinion, there are very few people 
in the football world who don’t rate the Spaniard 
extremely highly. Ed Woodward’s willingness to 
splash out £37 million on our new number eight 
shows the high regard that everyone here at 
Manchester United holds him in.

The board’s swift and decisive action took many 
by surprise as they had come in for criticism last 
summer when deals for alleged targets like Gareth 
Bale, Cesc Fabregas and Ander Herrera failed to 
materialise before the August deadline.

Trust

Marouane Fellaini, however, did arrive and while 
he has struggled for form and fitness so far, there is 
no doubting his abilities and David Moyes obviously 
has faith in the big Belgian, having worked closely 
with him for a number of years. Crucially, from 
Moyes’s perspective too, the board’s willingness 
to make both the Fellaini and Mata deals happen 
clearly demonstrates the trust that those within the 
club have in his judgment.

Fans and media commentators alike have 
been quite vocal about what they perceive to be 
deficiencies in our team and have openly questioned 
why last summer didn’t see a radical overhaul of the 
squad. I, however, believe that Moyes was right to 
give everyone a clean slate when he arrived and 
to take the time to assess the squad before doing 
anything drastic. He will have a better idea now of 
the talents that he has at his disposal and what he 
needs to do to get the best out of them. 

Moyes also now knows which players he does 

not see as being up to standard and the winter 
transfer window has seen both Fabio da Silva and 
Anderson depart, and others may well follow 
in the summertime. Trimming the squad and 
moving players on will, of course, create space 
and give some of our youngsters an opportunity 
to stake their claim. One young man in particular 
has already established himself as a key part of 
the first team squad having grabbed his chance 
emphatically. It says everything you need to know 
about the impact that he has made that I can no 
longer see the word ‘January’ without thinking that 
it says ‘Januzaj’! Hopefully February and March can 
make their break throughs soon…

Which leads us neatly on to the U21s. Having 
played just three games between Halloween and 
Christmas, January saw Warren Joyce’s youngsters 
play three matches in a two week period - with 
somewhat mixed fortunes.

Jesse Lingard and Larnell Cole were on target in 
an impressive 2-1 away victory at Southampton, 
where United came from behind to seal the win. 
Having fallen behind to an early Saints’ goal, 
Lingard smashed a fabulous 25-yard effort into the 
corner of the net on the half hour mark and that 
gave United the confidence to go on and impose 
themselves on the second half with Cole scoring 
just after the break. Some of United’s attacking play 

Another versatile midfielder, Jesse Lingard, could be ready to follow Adnan Januzaj from the youth ranks

Adnan has taken 
the step up to the 
first team
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Jess’ what the doctor ordered
play and an eagerness to track back, Lingard looks 
the most likely of the current crop to make the 
step up. Wilfried Zaha’s loan switch to Ole Gunnar 
Solskjaer’s Cardiff has pushed Lingard up the 
pecking order, so hopefully it won’t be long before 
he gets a run-out while Zaha himself will do his 
chances no harm if he can make a positive impact 
in south Wales.

Under 19s

Nicky Butt’s Under 19s’ domestic season may 
have drawn to a close but the New Year saw them 
fly out to Germany to take part in the Mercedes 
Benz Junior Cup. A busy couple of days saw 
United finish the six-a-side tournament in third 

place thanks to James Weir’s late 
winner in a 3-2 victory over 

Grasshopper Zurich. The 
win helped restore 

some pride 
and softened 
the blow 
of the semi-

final defeat to 
German side 

Schalke who went 
through to the final 

with a 3-1 penalty 
shout-out win following 
a goalless draw.

Meanwhile, Paul 
McGuinness’s Under 

18s have suffered two 
2-1 defeats since the 

turn of the year at the hands of 
Newcastle and Bolton respectively 
having beaten Wolves by the 
same scoreline in their first post-
Christmas outing. On the plus 
side, however, they defeated 

Leicester City 1-0 after extra time to 
progress in the FA Youth Cup.

was a joy to watch and Will Keane put in an eye-
catching performance, linking well with Lingard 
who was a constant threat.

That was followed by a frustrating stalemate 
at home to Middlesbrough a week later as Joyce’s 
boys just couldn’t make the breakthrough despite 
creating some decent openings. Even Wilfried 
Zaha’s introduction from the bench in 
the 50th minute didn’t help as the 
Teessiders held firm.

Finally, United were defeated 
2-1 in the U21 derby at the AJ Bell 
Stadium with both David Moyes 
and Phil Neville in attendance. 
Patrick Vieira’s side took an early 
lead and Jesse Lingard was again on 
the score sheet, hitting a 47th 
minute leveller before City 
struck again to take all three 
points. A disappointing result 
but Lingard’s performances 
have been a real plus. 

Having impressed during 
his loan spell at Birmingham 
City earlier this season, 

Moyes included him in the match 
day squad for the first team’s 2-0 
win over Swansea in mid-January. 
Capable of playing on either flank or 
in his preferred central role, Lingard’s 
direct running causes problems for 
opposition defences, while he is an 
assured and clinical finisher who also 
possesses a lethal long-range shot. 
Combining his obvious flair and 
creativity with conscientious team 

Jesse Lingard has 
been bagging goals 
for the U21s and 
even made the 
bench for the Premier 
League clash with 
Swansea in January
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We are committed to offering our 
members fairly priced products 

with all the profits going to MUDSA.
Merchandise is available on match days from 

Andy in the Ability Suite and from Liz in the 
quadrants. Merchandise is also available from the 
club museum.
 Badges, phone charms, lanyards £2.50 
 Key rings (leather) £3.00 
 Key rings (metal) £1.00 
 Pens (boxed) £3.00 
 1GB USB memory stick £4.50 
 SPECIAL OFFER 
 Boxed pen OR leather 
 Key ring AND a badge £5.00 

Merchandise is also available at MUDSA events or 
by mail order (plus p&p). Contact Andy, Ann-Marie 
or Liz (details on contents page).

MERCHANDISE

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

CLEARANCE OFFER:
All items below are £1 each while stocks last 
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Age:
64

Number of years supporting United:
48

Earliest memories of Manchester United:
Beating Arsenal 3-1 in 1965

Best United Memory:
Beating Barcelona in the Champions League 
semi final 1-0 with a great Paul Scholes goal

Favourite all time United Player:
David Beckham

Favourite current player:
Rio Ferdinand

Player would most like at United:
Return of Ronaldo

Most memorable MUDSA moment:
AON Training Complex visit

Hobbies:
Reading, computing

Usual match day companion:
John (husband)

Sue 
Neale



CHARITIES 
The Foundation manages the Club’s charity partners, Francis House,
The Christie and UNICEF, and the distribution of signed merchandise for 
charitable purposes.

EDUCATION 
We develop partnerships with schools to create community hubs and also 
deliver a range of educational programmes to primary and secondary 
schools, using Manchester United as a hook to engage youngsters. 

FOOTBALL
We strive to provide football opportunities for school children and those 
with physical or mental disabilities. We also manage the Manchester United 
Foundation FA Girls’ Centre of Excellence.

OUR GOAL
To educate, motivate and inspire future generations to build 
better communities for all.

We aim to achieve this goal by delivering in five areas: 

The Manchester United Foundation works in some of 
the most disadvantaged areas across Greater Manchester 
and uses the passion for Manchester United to educate, 
motivate and inspire young people.

We deliver football coaching, skills training, personal development 
and life changing experiences, providing young people with 
opportunities to change their lives for the better.

Red Heart United is the fundraising brand identity for all of 
Manchester United Foundation’s fundraising activities.

ABOUT US.

HEALTH 
Using football, and other sports, we aim to develop a range of programmes 
that improve the health and wellbeing of local communities.

COMMUNITY COHESION
We deliver a programme of football and alternative activities that act as a 
mechanism for community cohesion in some of the UK’s most deprived areas.

“Through training and 
playing with the Foundation 
I have been scouted to 
represent my country”
- Natasha Flint, U17s girls’ player
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“Through the 
Foundation I have 
recognised my dream 
of stepping on the 
Old Trafford pitch as 
head ball boy”
- Steven Boyd, Street Reds participant 
and head ball boy
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“By attending 
Foundation projects 
my confidence has 
grown and I have 
performed in front 
of huge crowds”
- Roosevelt Sigsbert, Street Reds 
and choir participant
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